It’s all Greek and Latin to me!

1. Some of these words have **Greek** origins and some have **Latin** origins. Time yourself to see how quickly you can put all the words into the correct list.

   - theatre
   - arena
   - rota
   - tonic
   - pylon
   - comedy
   - orb
   - exit
   - myth
   - virus
   - rotic
   - eurio
   - rota
   - spheric
   - myrrhen
   - membrane
   - halter
   - rotic
   - rustic
   - cymbal
   - octopus
   - zeal

2. Look for two **Latin** and two **Greek** words which are to do with entertainment from the lists above. Can you find these words in the wordsearch on the right? The first one (circus) has been done for you.

   - theatre
   - arena
   - rota
   - tonic
   - pylon
   - comedy
   - orb
   - exit
   - myth
   - virus
   - rotic
   - eurio
   - rota
   - spheric
   - myrrhen
   - membrane
   - halter
   - rotic
   - rustic
   - cymbal
   - octopus
   - zeal